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When Loughton was maintained as a forest village the deer roamed freely though it. 

They caused a certain amount of damage to garden and to standing crops but were 

protected from slaughter or restraint by the forest laws. These were framed to preserve 

the deer for the Crown to hunt. In compensation the householders held certain 

common rights 

 

Many generations of Loughton householders lopped forest trees in the belief that this 

was a right granted to them by a charter of Queen Elizabeth I. Monk wood (98 acres) 

and Loughton Piece (7 acres) formed part of the personal estate of the lord of 

Loughton Manor and were not therefore open to lopping by the commoners, though 

the lords tenant farmers might lop there. Transgressors were fined at the forest courts. 

In 1630 Thomas Britten of Loughton was fined for felling trees on the waste and 

many years later (in 1828) one Thomas Willingale was presented at a forest court for 

having the whole body of a tree in his possession. 

 

Lopping commenced on All Saints Day (November 1st) and ended on St Georges Day 

(April 23rd). The Court Leet of 1753 altered the commencement to November 12th in 

accordance with the change in the calendar of 1752. (September 3rd was reckoned as 

September 13th and dating continued from then). 

 

The illustration on the inside cover of this booklet shows men using ladders to climb 

the trees. In fact the boughs were cut where it was convenient, using long-handled 

narrow ‘lopping’ axes. John Grout, for example, used an axe with a handle three foot 

long with which, at the age of 70, he cut boughs as thick as a mans wrist. One of these 

axes can be seen in the Epping Forest Museum at Queen Elizabeth’s Hunting Lodge, 

Chingford. 
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The lopping was restricted to one man per household but poorer men might lop for 

wealthier, e.g. William Hawkins, a builder’s labourer, and his father, were paid 12/- 

(60p) a week by Archdeacon Hamilton to cut wood for him. 

 

It was forbidden to lop boughs less than seven feet from the ground. This left the deer 

browse and covert. Each man could use only one sled to carry the wood, pulled by no 

more than two horses. Many, like William Walker, aged 80, carried it home on their 

backs. The illustration shows Thomas Willingale Jnr, with a slid of wood. This was a 

wide fan made from crossing the branches at the hilt or belt in order to fasten them 

easily and drag them down. Later they were cut into small bundles called faggots. 



The wood could only be used as domestic fuel within the parish and not 

commercially. “No victualler, baker, potter or higgler to burn it”. The cottages used it 

in place of coal for open fires or to heat an oven for baking. “more wood was used in 

the summer than in the winter as it was not necessary to have coal-fires all the time 

then, which were generally kept banked up. 

 

The forest Woodward's were entitled to take any lopped wood not removed by April 

23rd. The wood they rejected became pickings for any Loughton householder other 

than the one who had cut and left it. 

 

Colliers Peoples History of Essex published in 1861 includes a few stern words on 

Loughton: 

The proximity of the forest, and the pretext of procuring firewood by means of the 

loppings of trees, which the inhabitants claim a right to cut during the winter months, 

encourage habits of idleness and dislike of settled labour, and in some cases give 

occasion for poaching, all of which are injurious to the morals of the poor. 

Enclosures, however, seem to be commencing in the neighbourhood, which will 

probably check these irregular and, to a certain extent, demoralising tendencies” 
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The Crown owned the forest and was responsible for its maintenance. Edward the 

Confessor had given the parish of Loughton to the Monks of Waltham Abbey, who 

already owned the soil of the forest. When the monastery was dissolved by Henry 

VIII in 1540 all its possessions reverted to the Crown. The parish of Loughton was 

granted to a succession of titled people. The soil of the forest remained the Crowns.  

 

In 1857 on behalf of the Crown the Commissioners of Woods, Forests and Land 

Revenues offered to sell to William Whitaker Maitland, then Lord of the Manor of 

Loughton, the rights of Forest, Free Chase and Free Warren over 1377 acres, 

including the Waste or Common Land of the Forest. For this he paid £5,468 in 

October 1858. In June 1860 he received the official conveyance to him and to his 

heirs or assignees. 

 

In 1861 John Whitaker Maitland, Rector of Loughton from 1856, became Lord of the 

Manor also, as his grandfather and elder brother had both died. 

 

He believed that the Crown’s sale to his grandfather implied the extinguishment of the 

rights of his tenants to use the waste or common lands of the forest within his estate. 

In 1863/4 he attempted to arrange their exclusion from the common lands where they 

had the right to graze cattle at certain times and to lop wood. 

 

John Whitaker Maitland offered compensation to his tenants in exchange for the 

surrender of their rights as commoners. To some he gave money and to others the 

freehold of their gardens and cottages which they had previously only held as 

copyhold tenancies of the manor. Some cottagers received small grants of common 

land large enough to extend their properties, others sufficient land to build new 

properties there or elsewhere and to become landlords. Considerable expanses of 

common land were sold by him to wealthier parishioners who speculated on 

developing it for building. When 300 acres had been granted to parishioners the LOM 



then proceeded to enclose 1,100 acres. The cottagers were also enclosing forest land 

by the rolling fence i.e. they grew bramble hedges and cut the growth from within 

their gardens, thus extending them. 

 

The crown although concerned about the diminution of the Forest as an open space 

and by the erection of many fences on common land throughout the forest villages, 

was never the less still anxious not to become committed to heavy expenditure. 

 

In 1864 the Rt Hon Fred Peel wrote to the Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of 

Works concerning the Crown Forestal Rights over Epping Forest. He stated that 

theForest could be vigilantly maintained, which would be expensive, or it could be 

enclosed as a place of recreation, but that the Crown only had rights to preserve it as 

an open space for hunting deer and wild beasts. He added that arrangements could be 

considered for the cession of these rights if the board wished to enclose it for 

recreation.  

 

This same year, in November, John Whitaker Maitland held a sale of the forest 

common land at the old Plume of Feathers public house in Loughton ‘to test the 

market’. 

 

On August 5th 1865 the Treasury Secretary wrote to the Hon J K Howard, Office of 

Woods, to state that as the Metropolitan Board of Works did not want the Crown 

Rights “your department will have control of the remaining Crown Rights over 

Epping Forest.” 

 

The Rev. John Whitaker Maitland began to prosecute for the cutting of wood in the 

forest. Thomas Willingale was summoned for injuring trees but the case was 

dismissed. It was said that Willingale had undertaken to refrain from further lopping. 

Willingale denied this. 

 

On March 7th 1866 Samuel, son of Thomas Willingale and his cousins, William 

Higgins and Alfred Willingale, were prosecuted by Maitland for injuring trees and for 

stealing the wood from the land which he had enclosed, in reality, Lopwood from the 

forest common land. 

 

[…] 

Action was now taken by Phillip Henry Lawrence the new Solicitor to the Board of 

Woods who came down to the Loughton, “hunted out old Willingale, who lived on 

the borders of the Forest and got some information from him”. Mr. Lawrence had 

been the Solicitor to the Commons and Open Spaces Preservation Society from 1865 

to 1868 and had encouraged its formation. Another prominent member was Edward 

North Buxton of Knighton, Buckhurst Hill who, with other public-spirited men 

encouraged a stand by the commoners against enclosures. 

 

The Solicitor to the City of London, Thomas James Nelson, later spoke indignantly 

against the enclosures: “I have known Epping Forest all my life. I have walked, ridden 

and driven all about it. I lived for many years in the neighbourhood and my father still 

resides there. I have seen it gradually disappearing at the hands of those who have in 

my belief no right to touch it, through the supiness and connivance of the Crown, and 

the commoners being too poor to enter into litigation with the wealthy Lords who 



were increasing their wealth by these wholesale enclosures.” It was Nelson, who later 

with Sir Robert Hunter, prepared the material for the Corporation’s lawsuit against the 

lords of the Manor. 

 

In October 1866 Willingale’s solicitor filed a Bill in chancery of Willingale v. maitlan 

(and others) on behalf of himself and all the inhabitants of Loughton for the 

preservation of lopping rights for the labouring poor. It was instituted for the purpose 

of establishing the rights of the inhabitants of Loughton against the Lord of the 

Manor. In 1867 the suit proceeded and Maitland answered to it. In 1868 Willingale 

amended the Bill and claimed lopping rights on behalf of all householders of 

Loughton, and not solely the labouring poor. In August 1868 Maitland answered to 

the amended Bill. The Solicitor for the plaintiff was Phillip Henry Lawrence of no. 6 

Lincolns Inn Fields, in the County of Middlesex. 

 

Willingale claimed that Loughton was within the Royal Forest of Waltham commonly 

called Epping Forest and that Queen Elizabeth I had granted by Royal Charter that the 

people of Loughton could lop wood on the forest wastes for the proper use and 

consumption of themselves and for sale for their own relief to any or all of the 

inhabitants within the parish as fuel. That right had been continually exercised since 

then. John Whitaker Maitland and the other defendants had cut down wood on the 

wastes, used it for theirown purposes and offered the lands for sale as building 

ground. These enclosurers where unlawful and encroached on the rights of the people 

of Loughton. Then he added that he had been warned that he be prosecuted for a 

criminal offence if he tried to stop the encroachments by pulling down any dwelling 

houses built on them. 
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It is worth noting that in a letter published in the Woodford Times on December 15th 

1866 Thomas Willingale had himself claimed two perches of forest ground by virtue 

of having encroached on it for 27 years. 

 

Maitland’s reply was that no Royal Charter had been traced which granted lopping 

rights to Loughton inhabitants. He claimed to have become entitled to control of the 

said waste lands as his property on inheriting from his grandfather who had purchased 

forestal rights from the Crown. He maintained hat it had been a custom of the manor 

to sell the waste lands and that the tenants had not objected. (Even the schoolhouse 

had been built on forest waste land). Nevertheless he compensated any tenant for the 

release of his right though not Thomas Willingale as he was living in a cottage whose 

owner had accepted compensation for the extinction of commoners rights. He 

therefore had no right to lop. 

 

The Crown, having sold its forestal rights, thought it fit to stand aloof from the 

controversy at this time. 

 

Thomas Willingale’s reply was that he had lopped for 25 years and before that he had 

helped his father to lop. He understood from the solicitor that no charter had been 

found confirming Queen Elizabeth's grant of lopping rights but he considered that 

there was corroboration in the forest court records, which he understood were lost. He 

did not believe it was, or had ever been, the custom for the LOM to sell the common 



lands. He continued that when he filed his original bill he had lived for 27 years in a 

small detached cottage. He did not know when it had been built. Maitland maintained 

that this statement was false and that it had been built 4 years previously. Willingale 

then claimed that he had lived in a cottage owned by Grout and that Maitland had 

purchased the cottage and evicted him despite his undertaking to Grout to keep him 

on as tenant. 

 

 

Maitland had built a number of new cottages in Loughton after purchasing and then 

demolishing older properties. Grouts cottage, which Willingale had rented, was 

purchased by Maitland for £105 in May 1866. It was pulled down in 1869. Three 

cottages were purchased from William Willingale for £275 and also demolished in 

1869. Four new cottages were built, each was let a 3/- (15p) a week (an increase in 

rent) on a weekly tenancy and all the properties were then sold. Maitland considered 

the rights then extinguished. 

 

The widow Elizabeth Tsyer had been granted a piece of land at earls Path in 

compensation for the extinction of her rights for a cottage in lower road, Goldings 

Hill. To this cottage Willingale moved. From here he exercised the lopping rights 

which Mrs Tyser had agreed to relinquish. He said he knew nothing of this and added 

that Maitland had attempted to evict him. ‘Never – she would have done it had I 

wished it!’ noted Maitland on his copy of the lawsuit. He then questioned if the 

Commons Preservation Society was indemnifying Willingale to which the latter 

replied it was not necessary for him to answer that question. 

 

In 1870 Willingale died and the suit remained in abeyance. The first Epping Forest 

Act was passed in 1871. It stopped all lawsuits concerning the enclosures and was 

reinforced by the second Epping Forest Act which absolutely prohibited all further 

cases. 

 

It was 1871 that some common land on Wanstead Flats was enclosed by the local lord 

of the manor. It adjoined 200 acres purchased by the Corporation of London in 1854 

as a cemetery for the city. The Corporation requested the removal of the fences and 

when the request was ignored it brought a suit against all the lords of the manors who 

enclosed forest land. By its purchase it had become a commoner with corresponding 

rights. The lords of the manors had assumed that the Commoners rights referred 

specifically to each parish or manor and could be surrendered to them, The 

Corporation of London eventually won its suit. Judgement was given that the forest 

common land did not belong to the lords of the manor. They had no right to sell or 

build on it. A map was prepared on which was coloured in pink the common land 

which had been illegally sold, enclosed or built on. The remaining forest lands were 

coloured green.  

 

In 1875 all interested parties were invited to submit schemes for the use of the forest 

to the EFC. In July of that year it received the scheme agreed unanimously at the 

Vestry meeting at St. John’s Church, Loughton. This noted that the general feeling 

was that the forest should be used for recreation. The free use of the forest commons 

in this way was incompatible equally with the exercise of commoner's rights and the 

interests of the lords of the manor. Both should have their rights abolished. For this 

they should receive compensation. 3000 acres should be used as recreation grounds 



and the remainder should be sold to provide financial compensation and investment in 

order to maintain the recreation grounds properly. A governing body should be 

appointed to include representatives of the MBW and of the affected parishes. The 

scheme was not adopted. 

 

All enclosures since 1851 were declared unlawful by the EFA of 1878. The 

Corporation of London purchased all the common lands which had been enclosed. 

They were of no use to the lords of the manor now that they had to be thrown open for 

public enjoyment and for the proper management of the woodland. At Loughton the 

fences were removed at Maitland's expense but the largest were, in facts, removed 

without his instructions by George Burney and his workforce. He had opposed the 

enclosures as a member of the CPS. 

 

The rights of the commoners to lop wood were also purchased, vested in the 

Corporation and extinguished. The cash to finance the whole operation was raised by 

the establishment of the Epping Forest Fund, maintained from proceeds of levies on 

corn etc. 

 

At Loughton a few enclosures were retained. Mr. Maitland’s residence was not to be 

interfered with. In return the Commissioners received land near the national Schools 

to become open forest land. 

 

The Rev. Maitland regretted the loss suffered by the parishioners whose requests for 

grants of common land he had satisfied. To one Peter Gellatly his agent, Mr Saville, 

wrote that “the grants were made of your own seeking and in expectation, no doubt, 

that profit would have been derived from them”, but of £1,580 enfranchisement 

agreed but not paid he asked for only £580 within six months. This was agreed with 

great relief. Maitland had also paid large sums of money to his solicitors to conduct 

his defence against Willingale and, later, against the COL. He did, however, receive 

generous compensation from the latter. 

 

The Conservators were appointed in line with the ancient procedures of the old forest 

courts. They had power to sell small strips of land and to purchase other strips in 

order to rationalise the forest land. They were to keep the Forest unenclosed and 

unbuilt on as an open space for the recreation and enjoyment of the Public. They must 

preserve the natural aspects of the Forest and other ancient remains, and the Purlieu 

Bank and other boundaries as provided in the Commissioner’s scheme. They had to 

manage the land – drain and improve it, make footpaths and roads etc – in order to 

improve it and to make it a place of enjoyment accessible to the public. 

 

Of the first Verderers appointed two were Buxtons – Thomas Fowell Buxton of 

Warlies; Edward North Buxton of Knighton. 

 

In the meantime the lopping continued in some degree. In 1880 seventeen names were 

taken – each fined 5/- (25p) but allowed not to pay provided that no further lopping 

took place. In 1881 eleven persons lopped. Each was fined £2 and costs and some 

were sent to prison in default of payment. The custom then ceased. 

 

Compensation & Lopping Hall 

 



The Epping Forest Act 1880, gave the arbitrator power to award compensation where 

this was claimed by the Loughton inhabitants. Sir Arthur Hobhouse was appointed 

Arbitrator and from him the householders claimed just under £19,000 and the 

conservators offered £4,486. They agreed that had all the 3,600 householders of 

Loughton taken up their rights of lopping they would have used annually all the wood 

they were entitled to lop. However compensation could only be paid for the loss of the 

degree of lopping that had been carried out. The number of houses involved was 522 

of which 72 had been built on waste land since august 1851 and therefore had no 

rights. At least 75 householders had received effectual compensation from Maitland. 

Wealthier residents waived their claims. 

 

The value of slids was assessed. The sum awarded was based on 20 years purchase of 

the slids plus 10% for the compulsory sale of the lopping rights. 

 

A Committee of Householders was set up under the chairmanship of Colonel Howard. 

It examined the rates books to decide who should be entitled to share the 

compensation award. It was decided to recommend that 280 households should each 

receive £3.11s (£3.55p) and that the remaining money should be used to build a public 

hall for the benefit of all Loughton inhabitants. 

 

The Lopping Endowment Trustees were appointed by the Loughton ratepayers. This 

remains so. The first trustees were 

 

Samuel Lloyd Howard, of Goldings, Loughton,Esquire 

Martin Harris of Loughton, saddler 

Claude Hilton of Loughton, Esquire 

George Burney, of Millwall and Loughton, Esquire 

Jonathan Maynard, of Loughton, Shoemaker 

John Free, of Loughton 

 

The object of the trustees was to recent buildings on a convenient site suitable for the 

purpose of a Reading and Lecture room and as a place of meeting for parochial 

purposes. A sum not exceeding £3,000 could be expended on the purchase of a site 

and erection of buildings. The Charity Commissioners must be approached for 

sanction were the site to cost over £200. Up to £300 could be spent for furniture “and 

appliances for comfort and amusement”. A provident Dispensary might be added if 

the funds permitted. The residue was to be kept in trust as income for lighting, 

heating, repairs, provision of newspapers and books etc. Income might be increased 

by letting out rooms at a fixed charge. 

 

Those claiming compensation for loss of lopping rights were: 

 

Mr Gellatly 65.5 acres 

Mr Borwick 26.5 acres 

These two were selected as test cases in which grantees of enclosed lands would be 

dispossessed, with a view of fixing the price to be paid for those lands by the 

Corporation. 

 

The two other cases heard by the Arbitrator were those of the nurseries of Mr William 

Paul, situated at Loughton, and of Mr George Paul, at High Beech. 



 

When the Epping Forest arbitration awards were finally settled there was £812.10s 

left and from this Mr Burney was given £650. Mr Burney was a member of the 

Commons and Open Spaces Preservation Society who had sent men from his works in 

Millwall to remove the illegally erected fences when judgement was passed against 

the enclosures. Several actions had been brought against him in Chancery as a result. 

In defending them he had incurred expenses of £1,269.18s 6d 

 

Before the Arbitrator signed the final award on July 24th 1882 Sir Thomas Nelson 

spoke: 

“many have laboured in this field, Mr hunter, Mr Bedford, Mr Driver, Lord Mount 

Temple, Mr Shaw Lefevre, Mr Fawcett, Mr Burney, Mr Hora and (now passed away) 

Mr Shillibeer, Mr Micklewright and old Willingale. Bene meruit republicae” 

 

The final award was then signed. 

£1,000 to householders of Loughton 

£6,982.10s in compensation 

£1,092.12s costs. 

 

In September 1883 the Lord Mayor of London, the Rt Hon Henry Knight, drove in 

state to the laying of the foundation stone of Lopping Hall. Rev John Whitaker 

Maitland opened proceedings with prayer. Those present included Henry Lincoln, 

Samuel Lloyd Howard, D.L. J.P, Thomas James Clements, John Dean, John Chilton, 

James Ashpital and William Hawkins, Edmond Egan, ARIBA, Architect, and his 

brother John Egan, builder.  

 

The hall was officially opened in 1884 on April 23rd, 24th and 25th when Sir Arthur 

Hobhouse, Arbitrator, commented that no one had appeared before him other than to 

go away poorer, and Loughton was full of nice people as they didn’t seem to mind. 

 

The Rev. Maitland commented that Loughton had never previously had such a large 

hall and that he hoped it would be well used and especially for educational purposes 

and temperance meetings. 

 

Edward North Buxton remarked that the lord of the manor and the poor woodcutter 

had equally lost but that nature conservation had won and he was glad that the forest 

would be preserved. 

 

 

 

 


